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19 Young people from Skylight Circus Arts aged from 
8 - 17 took part in 9 hours of circus workshops led by six 
young performers from Circolombia.

The aim was to devise, workshop and prepare a 
‘curtain raiser’ to be performed at the opening night of 
Circolombia’s ‘Acelere’ (Thursday 24th March) at the 
Lowry Theatre, Salford, Lancashire.

Using music, dance, acrobatic and other circus based 
skills the Colombian troupe wove their magic, creating a 
dynamic, energetic and exciting opening sequence;
unifying the young people as a troupe, stretching them 
beyond what they belived were their own capabilities whilst 
giving them a ‘circus’ experience that will influence their 
performance practice for many years to come.



LESSON PLAN:  
CIRCOLOMBIA: ROCHDALE

AIMS
Introduce (using Games), basic 

physical skill concepts.
 Circus based ground skills
 Team work

LESSON STRUCTURE

Warm up
 Use Dance and Movement 

to create an initial dynamic 
amongst the whole group.

 Physical Game - Spiders 
 

Create three groups
 Group 1: Trampette:  Basic moves graduating to flips and dive rolls
 Group 2: Rolls – singles/doubles – Cartwheels
 Group 3: Headstands, basic partner Acro balance
 Individual Skill Practice 
 Rotate these groups ensuring that each young person experiences each discipline
 Devise a short dance sequence to act as the ‘core’ of the presentation

      
Warm Down

 Dance Moves

Reflection
                                                                                                                Group Assesment 
 Floor Monitoring 

Monitoring
  Three Questions to assess group’s understanding and progress



SCHEME OF WORK:
CIRCOLOMBIA WORKSHOPS:
SKYLIGHT CIRCUS ARTS: ROCHDALE

AIM
To workshop, create and present a short curtain raiser for the opening night of CirColombia’s 
‘Acelere’ to be performed at the Lowry Theatre, Salford.

STRUCTURE
Four workshops (9 hours total)

METHOD
 • Use Dance and Movement to create an initial dynamic amongst the whole group
 • Place young people into three groups
 • Group 1: Trampette:  Basic moves graduating to flips and dive rolls
 • Group 2: Rolls – singles/doubles – Cartwheels
 • Group 3: Headstands, basic partner Acro balance
 • Rotate these groups ensuring that each young person experiences each discipline
 • Devise a short dance sequence to act as the ‘core’ of the presentation
Warm Down
 • Dance/Movement
Monitoring
 • Following each workshop ask young people as a group questions to assess group’s  
  feelings, comprehension and progress

Questions for Video Diary
  Workshop 1: Three words to describe what you think of it so far?
    Following the first two sessions what is the best thing that you have  
    learnt?
  Workshop 2:Three words to describe what you did this evening?
    What was the best thing that you learnt for today’s session?
  Workshop 3:Three words to describe what you achieved in this session?
    What will you take away from the workshop sessions?

Video Interviews
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MONITORING SHEET

ROCHDALE

  I had a good time

  The project was well organised

  The organisers responded well to the needs of the group

  I was treated as an equal

  It felt like a real artistic experience

  They made me feel part of the team

  I got helpful feedback

  I felt comfortable trying new things

  I was amazed by what we achieved

  I did something I didn’t know I was capable of

  I gained new skills

  I improved my artistic skills

  I feel more able to express myself creatively

  I feel motivated to do more creative things in the future

	 	 I	feel	more	confident	about	doing	new	things

  The project opened up new opportunities for me



MONITORING Q & A
Workshop 1

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
Workshop 2



Workshop 3

Workshop 4



Workshop 4

Thursday 24th March

A
‘Curtain Raiser’

presented by

‘acelere’



 ‘The Review Hub’

Circolombia not only preach inspirational stories they offer also practical 
assistance – working with Rochdale-based group Skylight Arts to develop a 

curtain raiser for tonight’s show at The Lowry.

Normally the idea of a support act sends one scurrying to the bar but there is 
an undeniable charm to Skylight Arts. The 19 members of the troupe cover a 

wide age range from barely school age to old enough to shave. 

The programme is carefully constructed to showcase their strengths so that 
the very young children who have difficulty keeping time in the dance 
sequences have no problem at all bouncing off a trampoline and flying 

through hoops or turning cartwheels. It is a fun opener that looks so 
deceptively simple and appealing it makes you think you might actually have 

a chance of achieving some of the routines.



REVIEWS

‘North West End’ 
 
‘The show was preceded by a fifteen minute performance by Skylight Circus, a group of young people 
from Rochdale varying widely in age who have undertaken three workshops with Circolombia to learn 

some skills.   They were very impressive and fearless and performed very well indeed, considering 
that they have only trained for nine hours’.

‘Linked In’

Exciting times for Skylight Circus Arts! They have been invited to appear at the Lowry as a curtain 
raiser to the internationally acclaimed Circolombia. Not only that: the young people lucky enough to 

be involved are going to work alongside Circolombia artists to prepare their performance.

I went along to Skylight’s New Circus Home at St Chad’s Fold in Rochdale to meet Martine Bradford. 
She was bubbling with enthusiasm as she told me ‘When they come to perform at the Lowry 

Circolombia wanted to work with some local community groups. We were asked if we would like to 
be one of those groups. We said YES! The thing about Circolombia is that their artists are young and 
have come through the circus school in Colombia which supports young people who are vulnerable 
and at risk, involved in gangs and with drugs. They give them schooling and circus training and they 

become the most fantastic performers. They are so alive and fun to watch.’

Circolombia artists are going to be working with some of Skylight’s 8-12 year olds and 13-19 year olds 
over a number of evenings and a weekend in what will be quite intensive sessions. Martine explained, 
‘We will be learning some new things and creating a short performance that the young people are then 

going to take to the Lowry. On the opening night they are going to perform on the stage as a curtain 
raiser. After their performance they will rush round to be in the audience. We feel very humble, special 
and valued that they want to come and work with us. We are excited about what we are going to learn 

and what we are going to do. It is the injection of new skills and new people that keeps us going. In 
the past we have worked with the Lost in Translation Circus, when they performed at the Lowry, so 
I know the excitement it brings and the skills that they will learn; that will cascade down to the other 

groups and to our teachers.’

Skylight Circus Arts are a shining example of how people of all ages, what Martine calls ‘twinkle to 
wrinkle’, and all abilities, can be stretched physically and mentally by the arts in all its forms. 
They really do provide circus for all from tasters through learning new skills to take through 

‘Rambling through Parenthood’ 

‘We were at The Lowry this evening to watch Acelere 
– the new circus show presented by Circolombia.   
The show opened with a cute warm-up routine by some 
of our home-grown young circus performers. Skylight Circus Arts from Rochdale spent the 
last three days training with Circolombia and put up a great opening act’



FEEDBACK

“I had the time of my life yesterday”: 
Participant

“Socially some of them have come on so 
much”:  Parent

“My child would never have got up on stage 
before this project – it was fantastic and she 
was so engaged and excited”: Parent

“Our 17 years old Aspergers participant came 
in, ready to get involved and really smiling” 
Skylight Circus Arts

“My son did not go to sleep until 2.00 in the 
morning because he couldn’t stop talking about 
what he had done!  He was absolutely buzzing”  
Parent

“The teaching was very inclusive, patient, kind, 
spot on with the right balance for the 
participants”: Leader, Skylight Circus Arts

The Artists treated the Skylight troupe as 
equals, including them in the pre show warm up 
and as an important part of the whole show.” 
Skylight Circus Arts

“I did something I didn’t know I was capable of!” 
Participant

“We will let our children do 
more i.e. show more faith, 
more trust, controlled risk, 
trampette and acro/gymnastic 
because of what our teachers 
have learned from the 
Columbian Artists”! 
Skylight Circus Arts

“An excellent, challenging and 
constructive approach to 
working with the young 
people” 
Circus Arts Education
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